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1. OLACID SECURITY OFFICER REQUESTS INFO ON ORVIN

2. OX 2548 29 FEB 35 EL CENTRALCA.

3. NEW ABUSA 41 RPTED SUBJ WORKED 1955-56 AS REAL ESTATE

4. SUBJ STATED FROM 1957-58 CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY

5. SUBJ RECRUITER STATED SUBJ HAS BEEN STUDENT

6. NUCAN UNIV (WASHINGTON) MUSIC SCHOOL.

7. SUBJ LATER CALLED 9 RPTED STATE SUBJ CONTACT OF TERESA PROENZA

8. ORIGIN LEO S. REDLICH (?). STATED CARPENTERS ACTIVE PRO-

9. DISTRICT AT LUXOR. IN INTERVIEW WITH DISPEX-1 SUBJ SAID HE OBTAINED

10. FIRST BEING REFERRED HAS FOR ACTION. NO INDEX.
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